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I. Fill in the blanks.

(10

1. ________Style sheet are the style that are placed in the <head>

13. To define a CSS, go to the _______section of your document.
a) <body> </body>

b) <title> </title>

c) <head> </html>

d) <font> </font>

14. Output of the following code
<P style = “color : red”> text </P> is

</head> of the HTML document
2. A HTML element starts with ________tag and ends with
________tag.

a) This will make that specific paragraph Text as Red
b) This will make that whole Page text as Red

3. To use Inline style we use the ______attribute in the relevant lag.

c) This will make that background color as Red

4. <Style type

d) None of the above

5. <P style

“_____” media

“all”>

15. HTML comments are declared with.

“__________” text </P>

6. ________is a set of Instruction that tells the web browser how to
display different HTML element.

a) <!___ ___ ___ ____>

b) <___ ___ ___ ____>

c) <!___ ___ ___ ____!>

d) <___ ___ ___ ____!>

7. There are ________types of CSS classified.

III. True or False.

(5

8. Internet style may have _______precedence than external style

16. In HTML can use only one CSS at a time of execution [
17. CSS save the time at the time of Editing [

sheet.

]

]

9. The CSS save it with the ______file extension

18. Internal style sheet affect only the page they are on [

10. The expansion of URL is ________

19. In-line style are plunked straight in to the HTML tags using
the style attributes [

II. Choose the correct answer.

(5

11. ________is the expansion of CSS
a) Cascading style sheet

b) Case style sheet

c) Code style sheet

d) Cascading sheet style

]

20. HTML has 6 different sizes of fonts [

]

IV. Match the following.
21. <P>
- External CSS
22. Color : red

- Text editor

23. Style : CSS

- Pag Tag

12. Which one of the following is not a text editor?

24. Notepad

- Location

a) Notepad

25. @ import

- Change the Color Red

b) Wordpad

c) Power Point

d) Sublime Text

]
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